East Midlands Local Centre

Register an interest [1]

Information about the Centre can be obtained from the contact below.

The Centre publishes a summary of weather in the East Midlands called Weather Front

Contact: Roger Phillips [1]

Upcoming meetings

- Wednesday, April 1, 2015 - 19:00 - Skilful long range winter forecasts for Europe, North America and the North Atlantic Oscillation [2]
- Friday, April 10, 2015 - 19:45 - The Titanic: iceberg risk and climate, then and now. [3]
- Tuesday, April 14, 2015 - 18:00 - Burning bridges: shale gas, natural gas and the timescales of transition. [4]
- Wednesday, April 15, 2015 - 10:45 - Marine Climate Change and Variability: The Observational Legacy of Matthew Fontaine Maury for Climate Change and Variability. [5]
- Friday, April 17, 2015 - 00:00 - Introduction to Scientific Computing [6]

View all events [7]

Past Meetings [8]
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